
LEADER GUIDE
KEY ZOOM SETTINGS



1. When logged into your chapter’s Zoom.us account click on SETTINGS link to review key 
settings to make sure Zoom is set-up properly for your chapter’s meetings.

NOTE: Use the BNIUTAHSOUTHONLINE##@bni.com email address sent to you as Chapter 
President and the password included in that email. If you did not receive this email, reach out 
to Richard Isom, Managing Director ASAP so he can resend it to you at richard@bniutah.com

DO NOT SET-UP YOUR OWN CHAPTER ZOOM ACCOUNT. The Region Office has already  
set-up and paid for your chapter account.

2. Use the following HIGHLIGHTS in the screenshots to compare with your account settings and 
adjust if necessary to match the settings showing in the screen shots on the following pages.
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STEP 1



CHAT Used to facilitate one-to-one networking and follow-up during the meeting as well as to 
allow participants to notify leadership if there are technical issues without interrupting. Also 
useful for messaging visitors and with File Transfer setting below, can be used to send Trigger 
Sheets, Worksheets, and Visitor Information files.

FILE TRANSFER Enable to use Chat to send Trigger Sheets, Worksheets, and Visitor Information 
files. This includes for Treasurers to send Visitors the application, information documents and 
instructions for applying and payments. Chapters may use when doing chapter exercises such as 
during the lead-up to Visitor Days for transmitting Contact Sphere Worksheets.



CO HOST At start of each meeting assign leadership team and Visitor Hosts as Co Hosts to 
allow them access to functions including moderating chat so they can support the flow of the 
meeting.

ALWAYS SHOW MEETING CONTROL TOOLBAR and SHOW ZOOM WINDOWS DURING 
SCREEN SHARE make the hosting experience easier. (recommended)

SCREEN SHARING Needs to be on to allow display of meeting slide deck. If all participants 
can share, then others can jump in if a tech emergency occurs. By selecting who can overide 
anothers sharing to HOST ONLY, the meeting host (president) controls when others can share 
and can take control back when needed.



BREAKOUT ROOMS Must be on to facilitate VISITOR ORIENTATION breakout at the end. 
Checkbox to Allow Host to Assign... must be checked or breakouts are automatically assigned to 
all meeting participants instead of just ones selected (Visitors and Visitor Hosts).

RECOMMENDATION: Only the HOST can assign and send participants into the the breakout 
room. Presidents should assign host privileges to the Vice President or Treasurer so they can 
select the Visitors and the Orientation Facilitators from the Visitor Host team and preapre the 
Breakout Room to be ready to go when the President indicates.

NOTE: If the HOST or the PRESIDENT leave the meeting before the Visitor Orientation is over, 
if the Visitor Host is assigned as a co-host, they become the meeting host. If not assigned, the 
selection of meeting host will be at random. IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED THAT THE PRESIDENT 
OR THE TREAURER LEAVE BEFORE THE VISITOR ORIENTATION HAS CONCLUDED so that if 
visitors wish to apply or have questions, both key leaders are available to answer them.


